
So, last time we worked on the expression of this term:

This time, we'll work on the expression of 
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If we wanted to solve a block-diagonal system (so it would enable one element solution as a time), a 2 or 3 field formulation for which u and v are 
independently interpolated would have been needed.

Essential boundary:
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What if the problem is dynamic?
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What if the problem is dynamic?
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Although we justify the derivation of (6) from (4)(spatial expression of balance law), (6) is a more general statement of balance law and should be the 
starting point for deriving (4).

What I  did has many problems! Specifically, there is no metric in spacetime; we cannot define normal vectors accordingly

Multiply time axis by a reference velocity (e.g. light wave speed or any other relevant wave speed to 
the problem), then all axes have the unit of space and some of these technical difficulties are removed.

-

Language of differential forms: This is for example a common approach in relativity,….-

Remedies: 
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the problem), then all axes have the unit of space and some of these technical difficulties are removed.
Language of differential forms: This is for example a common approach in relativity,….-

So the expression (6) enables us to consider balance laws for arbitrary shapes in spacetime, which paves the 
way for formulate FEs in spacetime.

Strong form and jump conditions derived from the balance laws
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We must start from the balance law. Many times the PDEs are written in a non-conservative way. For example, Navier-Stokes equations may be 
written by dividing certain equations by     . In that case we cannot even "guess" what the jump conditions corresponding to the original balance law 
would look like.
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